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On an early Sunday morning walk through the empty streets of the Faubourg Marigny downriver of the
French Quarter, maverick journalist and Big Easy transplant Jack Prine discovers the body of a well-dressed
black man with a bashed-in skull. Soon Jack is drawn into an emerging web of violence threatening Elle
Meridian, the victim's beautiful, complicated sister, burdened with a past she can barely confess.

They begin a dangerous, desperate flight through Alabama, the Delta and back to New Orleans searching and
evading button men, goons, racists and family secrets. Deadly ties extend to the Dixie Mafia, priceless stolen
art and debased Southern aristocracy. A final, violent showdown in the Arts District of New Orleans
uncovers one last nightmarish revelation that may bind Elle, Jack and a mob enforcer named Big Red for
years to come -- if anyone survives.

"South, America may be set in the Deep South--New Orleans and the Mississippi Delta--but writer Rod
Davis takes us into that classic hardboiled territory once claimed by James Cain: a man with a wandering eye
drawn to a femme fatale who promises nothing but trouble, then delivers it." -- Christopher Cook, author
of Robbers and Screen Door Jesus & Other Stories

"Jack Prine is about as tough and gritty as Mike Hammer, especially when he has a lady to protect; corner
him on a deserted back road at night and find out. A story that plays on black and white relationships over
the generations, gay sexuality, the mean streets of New Orleans and the remote remnants of towns in the
Mississippi Delta, South, America, is an honest, tough book and a riveting read. Rod Davis has given us a
rugged and real character. I hope he keeps roaming the South in more episodes to come." -- Tony Dunbar,
author of Crooked Man and Tubby Meets Katrina

"This down-and-dirty yarn is a powerful evocation of pre-Katrina New Orleans and as absorbing a tale of
love and evil to come out of this old town since Ace Atkins and Tony Dunbar hit the scene a few years back.
South, America is a triumph of Southern noir, populated with characters who'll stay with you long after the
last page, including sometime PI Jack Prine, Elle, his brainy and brave new love, and an all too-real
supporting cast of thugs, low-lifes, and Southern degenerates. You heard it first here: In South, America, Rod
Davis is the new mayor of the mean streets!" -- Julie Smith, Edgar Award-winning author of the Skip
Langdon and Talba Wallis series.
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From reader reviews:

Robert Riggio:

Nowadays reading books become more than want or need but also work as a life style. This reading
addiction give you lot of advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge the actual
information inside the book that improve your knowledge and information. The details you get based on
what kind of guide you read, if you want attract knowledge just go with training books but if you want
experience happy read one using theme for entertaining for instance comic or novel. Often the South,
America is kind of guide which is giving the reader unstable experience.

Lillian Albrecht:

South, America can be one of your basic books that are good idea. All of us recommend that straight away
because this publication has good vocabulary that will increase your knowledge in terminology, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but nonetheless delivering the information. The article writer giving his/her
effort to set every word into enjoyment arrangement in writing South, America yet doesn't forget the main
point, giving the reader the hottest as well as based confirm resource details that maybe you can be certainly
one of it. This great information can certainly drawn you into brand new stage of crucial considering.

Louis Hartford:

Many people spending their time period by playing outside with friends, fun activity together with family or
just watching TV all day every day. You can have new activity to invest your whole day by studying a book.
Ugh, think reading a book really can hard because you have to bring the book everywhere? It ok you can
have the e-book, taking everywhere you want in your Mobile phone. Like South, America which is getting
the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's see.

William Wright:

Some people said that they feel bored stiff when they reading a book. They are directly felt the idea when
they get a half elements of the book. You can choose often the book South, America to make your reading is
interesting. Your current skill of reading proficiency is developing when you just like reading. Try to choose
basic book to make you enjoy to learn it and mingle the idea about book and studying especially. It is to be
initial opinion for you to like to open a book and go through it. Beside that the e-book South, America can to
be a newly purchased friend when you're feel alone and confuse with the information must you're doing of
their time.
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